Characters
Trevor
Cindy

-

A man at the bus stop
A woman at the bus stop

Scene 1 – Bus stop
(Trevor and Cindy are centre stage)
Cindy:

I don’t like waiting for buses. I wish there was something to do.

Trevor:

Something to do? (Shakespearian) To begin or not to begin, that began-eth the
question.

Cindy:

Oo. I love it when you talk Shakespeare. Go on. Talk it again.

Trevor:

Talk it again...?

Cindy:

You know. Say something posh like.

Trevor:

Like what? How now brown cow?

Cindy:

Was that Shakespeare?

Trevor:

Oh yeah. He wrote that. (Shakespearian) How now brown cow.

Cindy:

That’s amazing. Do it again.

Trevor:

(Shakespearian) Around the rugged rocks the ragged rascal ran.

Cindy:

Oo. I wish I could talk posh all day long. I’d never have to worry about a word I
said.

Trevor:

(Shakespearian) Jingle jungle jangle joker.

Cindy:

You see. Nobody thinks you’re an idiot.

Trevor:

I should hope not. Mind you, Shakespeare wasn’t always posh. He started off
making gloves.
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Cindy:

That’s posh too.

Trevor:

What? Making gloves?

Cindy:

Oh yeah. Very upmarket.

Trevor:

You learn something new every day. (Shakespearian) The rain in Spain falls mainly
on the plain.

Cindy:

Did they have aeroplanes in Shakespeare’s day?

Trevor:

Aeroplanes...? He was a frequent flier.

Cindy:

You’re right. If they had gloves, they must’ve had aeroplanes.

Trevor:

Difficult to make are they?

Cindy:

I spent a whole day in a glove factory, and it fair did my head in.

Trevor:
Cindy:

You don’t say. (Shakespearian) Yoda met a Yeti on the Plains of Serengeti.
Was he a frequent flier too?

Trevor:

Who? Yoda or the Yeti?

Cindy:

Whatever.

Trevor:

I believe that Mr. Yoda was a frequent flier on Serengeti Airways. As for the
abominable snowman, he was put off the plane for singing. He sang “Roll out the
Barrel” as he was bundled out the door.

Cindy:

The big brute!

Trevor:

(Shakespearian) Some shun sunshine. Do you shun sunshine?

Cindy:

I knew someone who went to Spain and it snowed.

Trevor:

Yes, I thought you might.

Cindy:

Imagine that. They came back from Spain with frostbite.

Trevor:

(Shakespearian) Xylophones exist, or so existentialists insist.

Cindy:

Oo.

Trevor:

(Shakespearian) Zoologists illogically love to read astrology.

Cindy:

So what was old Shakespeare like then?

Trevor:

He wasn’t entirely honest. He did a bit of poaching on the side. People did in those
days to make ends meet.

Cindy:

What did he nick?

Trevor:

The odd swan. The occasional goose. Sometimes salmon. Anything really.

Cindy:

I bet he got frostbite.

Trevor:

Frostbite!?

Cindy:

That’s what happens when you shove frozen things from the freezer down your
blouse.

Trevor:

Shoplifting?

Cindy:

Yeah.

Trevor:

Have you ever shoved anything frozen from a freezer down the front of your blouse?

Cindy:

No. But I know someone who did.

Trevor:

Don’t tell me. Was it the same person who returned from Spain with frostbite?

Cindy:

How did you know?
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Trevor:
Cindy:

(Shakespearian) The next nest will not necessarily be next to nothing.
Are you like psychic?

Trevor:

Did they run out of money while they were holidaying in Spain?

Cindy:

Oo...

Trevor:

I thought as much.

Cindy:

You are. You’re psychic.

Trevor:

(Shakespearian) Can I cook a proper cup of coffee in a copper coffee pot?

Cindy:

Do you know where I left my front door keys?

Trevor:

In the front door?

Cindy:

Oh. That’s where I left them last time.

Trevor:

(Shakespearian) I scream. You scream. We all scream for ice cream.

Cindy:

I wish I could do that.

Trevor:

It’s very easy. Just follow me.

Cindy:

Okay.

Trevor:

(Shakespearian) I scream. You scream. We all scream for ice cream.
(Cindy waits impatiently for Trevor to scream for ice cream)

Trevor:

Are you waiting for me to scream for ice cream?

Cindy:

Yes.

Trevor:

And then you’ll scream for ice cream, and then we’ll both scream for ice cream.

Cindy:

Yes.

Trevor:

(Thoughtful pause) I’ve gone off ice cream. (Shakespearian) I wish to wish the
wish you wish to wish, but if you wish the wish the witch wishes, I won't wish the
wish you wish to wish.

Cindy:

What?

Trevor:

That was the opening line in Shakespeare’s “Macbeth”, version two-point-zero. Only
we don’t call it that. We call it the Spanish play.

Cindy:

Does it have a lot of castanets?

Trevor:

Yes, there are lots of Spaniards casting nets. (Shakespearian) Whether the weather
be cold, or whether the weather be hot, we'll weather the weather, whatever the
weather, whether we like it or not!

Cindy:

(Looks around) Forget about the weather. Where’s the bus?

Trevor:

Don’t know. Do you want to take a taxi?

Cindy:

Okay.
(Trevor and Cindy begin to leave the stage)

Trevor:

(Shakespearian) Peter Prangle, the prickly pear picker, picked three perfectly prickly
pears.

Cindy:

Did you say Peter Prangle?

Trevor:

He was in “Henry the Fifth”, Part and Parcel, Clickety-Click. It was him who faced
up to the dragon.

Cindy:

Who won?

Trevor:

The unicorn. They say there’s a deep philosophical meaning in that.
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Cindy:

What is it?

Trevor:

(Shrugs shoulders) How should I know? (Shakespearian) If Peter Piper picked a
peck of pickled peppers, where's the peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked?

Cindy:

Down the front of his jumper?
(Curtain)

